ABSTRACT.A rapid screening method for recognising plasmids containing copies of cDNA corresponding to proteins of known amino acid sequences, is described. The method is based on the computer prediction of the possible restriction sites in the cloned DNAs.lt was tested on a series of proteins with known coding DNA sequences and a series of plasmid cloned cDNAs made from pure chicken globin mRNA.
INTRODUCTION :
Recently developed techniques of DNA cloning and nucleotide sequence analysis (1-3) provide a useful approach to an understanding of the primary structure of eukariote genes. The technique which consists of making cDNA from mRNA and inserting it into a plasmid, is well developed for pure mRNAs; this technique has proved to be relatively simple (4-5). It is still applicable without too much difficulty if the mRNA is the dominant species either in the original mixture or after partial purification (6-7) but the search for the right cDNA of a poorly represented mRNA poses considerable problems. It necessitates the use of selective procedures which are difficult to handle and time consuming and a large number of cloned plasmids have to be tested using both negative (8) and positive detection techniques to pick up the required cDNA. In this paper we propose a simple method for selecting the cloned plasmids likely to contain the DNA coding for proteins of known amino acid sequences.
It is based on computer predictions of the possible presence of a series of restriction sites in the cloned cDNAs, followed by the analysis of each clone with the relevant restriction enzymes .
PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD :
Although it is theoretically possible to predict all the coding DNA sequences corresponding to a given sequence of amino acids it is obviously out of the question to use this approach. However, with a suitable computer program the presence of all the possible DNA sequences of a cDNA that can be recognised by restriction enzymes can be easily predicted since they are generally 4-6 nucleotides long and correspond to 2 or 3 amino acids. Because of the degeneracy of the genetic code a predicted sequence will not necessarily be found in the cDNA being tested but it has to be rejected if just one restriction site which cannot be predicted on the basis of the amino acid sequence is present. The number of restriction enzymes already known is quite large (9), so one can reasonably expect that this will occur with at least one restriction endonuclease, especially as those with restriction site of 6 nucleotides are not predicted frequently in DNAs the size of gene coding sequences .
A positive selection can be based on the assumption that at least one or two of the restriction sites with 5 or 6 nucleotides will be present at the exact location predicted in the cDNA.
One hopes, therefore, that analysis of the cloned cDNAs with the suitable restriction enzymes, would lead to preselection of a few which could correspond to the sequence looked for.
The method is summarised schematically in Fig.I , using the hypothetical example of S.Purpuratus histone 2A (10) . In this example the sequence of the protein was given to the computer which was asked for the possible localizations of different restriction sites whithin the coding region (the region of the DNA between an ATG start codon and a terminator). Only a few characteristic restriction sttes for the H2A DNA coding region are shown. The cloned cDNAs which could possibly contain the Information for such a protein must not contain sites for the restriction enzymes shown in Table I .
All cDNAs containing these restriction sites at least once have to be eliminated. (Table III) . The presence of non coding RNA sequences (11) at the 5' and 3' ends of mRNAs could lead to a certain confusion but the knowledge of the total length of these non coding sequences -evaluated from the size of the considered plasmid inserted DNA and the localization of the undesirable sites at the two ends of the inserted DNA make us think that this difficulty can be overcome. The analysis of several clones made of cDNAs synthesized from purified chicken globin mRNAs and inserted in a plasmid, showed that only one restriction site in a series of more than twenty could be localized in the non coding region of the cloned DNA although several other restriction sites were present in the coding DNA in positions compatible with those predicted by the computer (unpublished results).
We also notice that in the case of the hypothetical example illustrated in Fig 1, the restriction sites in the spacer regions corresponding to the enzymes used for both negative and positive selection (Tables I and III) One has only to typewrite for the computer the amino acid protein sequence, the selected DNA sequences to be localized as predictable in the cDNA, and the dimensions corresponding to these data.
In the following example the lines in which data have to be typed are given : 
1 141 09 20 34 02460 ALPHA CHAIN CHICKEN Al 02480 MET LEU THR ALA GLU ASP LYS LYS LEU ILE GLN GLN ALA TRP GLU LYS ALA ALA SER HIS 02490 GLN GLN GLU PHE GLY ALA GLU ALA LEU THR ARG MET PHE THR THR TYR PRO GLY THR LYS 02500 THR TYR PHE PRO HIS PHE ASP LEU SER PRO GLY SER ASN GLU VAL ARG GLY HIS GLY LYS 02510 LYS VAL LEU GLY ALA LEU GLY ASN ALA VAL LYS ASN VAL ASP ASN LEU SER GLN ALA MET 02520 ALA GLU LEU SER ASN LEU HIS ALA TYR ASN LEU ARG VAL ASP PRO VAL ASN PHE LYS LEU 02530 LEU SER GLN CYS ILE GLN GLN VAL LEU ALA VAL HIS MET GLY LYS ASP TYR THR PRO GLU 02540 VAL HIS ALA ALA PHE ASP LYS PHE LEU SER ALA VAL SER ALA VAL LEU ALA GLU LYS TYR 02550 ARG 02560 CGCG AGCT GGCC GATC GCGC CCTC GAGG CCGG TCGA 02570 CCAGG CCTGG GGACC GGCCC GGGCC GGTCC GCTGC GCAGC GAATC GACTC GAGTC GATTC GACGC

